Reagan, Bush accept bid; promise 4 more good years

By GREG LAMM
Alligator Staff Writer

DALLAS — President Ronald Reagan and Vice President George Bush accepted their party nominations last night, promising a Republican convention hall packed with spirited GOP faithful four more years of peace, prosperity and opportunity if they are re-elected in November.

Their speeches, attacking opposition party leadership and praising the Reagan economic and foreign policy record, culminated four days of delegate "hops" firmly rallied around the president.

Reagan's hour-long speech was preceeded by a 15-minute film that included a clip of the presidential assassination attempt in 1981. The film used imagery and music to promote family, the work ethic, military and God.

Paraphrasing a famous line from humorist Will Rogers, Reagan said: "Our friends in the other party have never met a tax they didn't like . . . or hike."

Reagan moved steadfastly from the issue of taxes to the issue of the poor, and each time he described the Democrats as the culprits.

Under the Democrats, Reagan said, the position of poor Americans has "worsened over the leadership of our opponents."

"Teenage drug use, out-of-wedlock births, and crime increased dramatically."

"Those whose government intended to help discovered a psycho-dependency that could not be broken. Government became a drug providing temporary relief, but addiction as well."

And in the style of U.N. Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick's re-alliance with the Republicans, Reagan called for disheartened Democrats to join the Republican bandwagon.

"Reagan made a pitch to his nationally televisioned prime-time speech for "responsible" Democrats who feel that our platform is close to their views, and we welcome them on our side."

"Is our choice really not one of left or right but of up or down?" Down through station, the welfare state, more and more large-scale accompanied always by more government authority, less individual liberty and ultimately, totalitarianism, always advanced as for our own good.

Reagan was sometimes choppy in his delivery and stopped several times by chants of "U.S.A! U.S.A! and Four More Years." To the latter, he replied at one point, "I hear you."

In addition, to praising his economic record, which has decreased inflation and created more jobs, Reagan defended his foreign policy record.

He said a well-natured alien is less likely to be challenged. "But if heaven forbid, they (the armed forces) are ever called upon to defend this nation, nothing would be more immoral than asking them to do it with weapons inferior to those of any possible opponent."

None of the four wars in my lifetime came about because we were too strong. It is weakness that invites adventurous adversaries to make second judgments.

See "Nomination" page fifteen.

Blye murder suspect to be brought to Gainesville

By MICHELLE ANDERSON
Alligator Writer

Charles Byrum Davis, accused of murdering former UF professor and civil rights activist Connielle Blye, should be returned to Gainesville by Texas authorities in one or two weeks, according to the Houston district attorney's office.

Davis has been in a Houston jail since his arrest last November after a nationwide search.

"There is no question of him coming back, just a question of when," said Ray Speer, general counsel for the district attorney's office in Houston.

Davis' attorney, Robert Heath of Houston, said that as of Wednesday, Davis wanted to return to Gainesville "to get his murder trial over with."

Davis has been fighting extradition through the Texas court system since his arrest. His next step, if Lattin were to be the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals.

Davis' previous appeals were based on the issue of identification.

"The state of Florida didn't furnish a copy of finger-prints or mugshots," Heath said.

But Danny Passocott, an investigator for the Alachua County Sheriff's Office, disagreed.

"That's not so. Well, it's news to me if it is, but as far as I'm concerned there was no problem of identification."

If Davis did submit an appeal, it would have little chance of being upheld, Speer said.

"All the odds are in our favor," he said. "We've been working with extraditions for five years, and we haven't lost a suit yet."

The body of Connielle Blye was found buried in an old refrigerator near Newnan's Lake, near Gainesville. Blye disappeared in January 1983. He had died of multiple stab wounds, according to an autopsy report.

Blye had been active in the community for years. He was the first Black to apply for admission to UF, but was denied admission in 1961.

He was one of the founding members of the Gainesville area NAACP and was a member of the American Civil Liberties Union.

Blye lost his teaching position at UF in 1972 when he was fired by then-President Stephen C. O'Connell for allegedly making homosexual advances to two male students. Blye said the allegations were racially motivated, but his court battle to regain his post was unsuccessful.

Marijuana study classifies users by religion, sex

By NORMA WAGNER
Alligator Writer

"The wish and Catholic youths are more likely to smoke marijuana than are Methodists, and there's a greater chance that Presbyterian will try it once than will Episcopalians."

These are some of the findings in a study UF anthropology Professor Brian duToit conducted before leaving for South Africa to study marijuana.

DuToit surveyed 982 ninth and 12th-

graders in Southern schools to see what sort of social, personal and religious backgrounds marijuana users have.

If a young person's three best friends smoke it, chances are the young person does too or will in the future, according to the report. The chances increase if the person's two parents smoke it too or if the person lacks goals in life.

Seventy percent of those polled who had only the father admitted they have smoked marijuana 15 to 19 times, compared to 2 percent of those living with both parents.

I found even correlation marijuana user at UF, said living in a single-parent home simply does not create a marijuana smoker.

"Even if it does even more in single-parent homes, there has to be something about single-parent families that would influence the use," he said. "It probably has something to do with the supervision, the relationship, or the fact that single-parent families are poorer."

He said that though previous studies showed males were twice as likely to smoke marijuana as females, "over time, that gap has narrowed," with girls smoking nearly as much as boys.

The study also showed that.

Those who use marijuana regularly probably began using it before high school.

See 'Marijuana' next page.
Local candidates plan to debate issues at fair

By LORI WAINWRIGHT
Alligator Writer

Incumbents and their challengers for local government offices have agreed to meet at the Oaks Mall Saturday for a Meet the Candidates Fair. Candidates for Alachua County Commission and Alachua County School Board positions will debate amongst themselves and with the public on whatever crops up during the day.

Congressman Buddy MacKay will be the kick-off speaker for the event, which lasts from 11 a.m. until 4 p.m.

Counties residents can register to vote in the Oct. 2 primaries and Nov. 6 general election. The League of Women Voters, UF Campus of Women Leaders, Common Cause and local businesses will sponsor the fair, and about 10,000 people are expected to attend.

During the day Saturday, the Cross Creek Cloggers, the Ducktown Bastard Band, the Electric Connection Break-dancers, the Sweet Adelines and Bob Speaker and Parnaree Pianos will provide entertainment.

Debates scheduled are:

• District 5 School Board candidates Jean Westin and Barbara Gallant at 12:30 p.m.
• District 3 County Commission candidates George Dekle Jr., Jim Emerson, Cleve Sharpe and Edwin Turlington at 1:30 p.m., and...
• District 1 County Commission candidates Jim Notomita and John Schroepfer at 2:30 p.m.

Marijuana continued from page one

The more serious a person is, the less likely it is that he or she will smoke marijuana.

Few students planning to join the military would admit smoking it.

Prospective college students and those going directly to work after high school under the same amount, while high school seniors with jobs plan to smoke more.

Information Is Free
We Use It — You Should Too
by Berke Breathed

Today's forecast: Mostly cloudy. Highs in the upper 60s. Partly cloudy Saturday, with a good chance of rain.

Correction

Bill Hattler, a UF freshman, incorrectly identified himself when interviewed for an article about fraternity reaction to an alleged sexual assault—at a fraternity rush party. Hattler is a Delta Upsilon fall 1984 pledge.
City cites Villas landlord

By MARK BRIDG WATER
Alligator Writer

A city building inspector temporarily halted construction Thursday at the Villas Apartments when he found furniture illegally stored in several uncompleted apartments. He allowed work to resume after the contractor, Stan Baumann, moved the furniture into a truck he rented.

‘Food is the biggest problem. I can’t afford to eat every day.’

— Margaret Brady

Al Davis, the building inspector, said tenants can’t leave their belongings in the apartments, which are in an unfinished part of the complex, because the city hasn’t issued an authorization for occupancy. The tenants and their things must wait until construction on the final building is finished and the city issues an occupancy permit.

Aside from paying for the rental truck, Baumann said repairs still needed to be done, including plumbing work in the 240-unit complex, which are in an unfinished section of the complex, because the city has not formed an occupancy permit.

When recommendations are made for the construction of new units, recommended the city issues an occupancy permit.

Florida awarded art grants

The UF Graduate School and Division of Research has been awarded a $5,000 research grant for a series of lectures on contemporary art. The series is entitled “Contemporary Art: Recent Viewpoints of Form and Content.” According to Jerry Cutler, a UF art professor, there are six lectures to be given by different types of artists.

Criser task force guidelines enough to curb sexual abuse

By PATTY CURTIN
Alligator Staff Writer

When recommendations are made by a Task Force on Student Conduct, they might be enough to curb sexual abuse on campus. According to Jerry Cutler, a UF art professor, there are six lectures to be given by different types of artists.

Putting on a Windex shine

Johnny Chandler, custodian at the O’Connell Center, cleans the doors of one of the center’s four entrance gates Wednesday. Chandler had to clean all the doors at each of the four gates.

Criser: Task force guidelines enough to curb sexual abuse

By PATTY CURTIN
Alligator Staff Writer

When recommendations are made by a Task Force on Student Conduct, they might be enough to curb sexual abuse on campus. According to Jerry Cutler, a UF art professor, there are six lectures to be given by different types of artists.
Outside

MATTLAND — England's new, refurbished firetruck, was undergoing tests to determine how fast it could pump water when it got in just a little too deep.

"If it accidentally did into Lake Maltland, "My sense of humor is a little bit their right now, said Maltland Fire Chief 2nd Battalion. "Twenty years from now, I may be able to laugh at this."

"I parked the truck, got out of the truck, walked to the back to get the chocks for bracing the wheels, chief mechanic Orville Clark said. "When I parked it the parking brake was on."

Clark left the motor running and started talking with firefighter Dennis Pippin.

"Dennis said, 'Whew, whew, whew,' and I turned around and the truck was in the lake," said Clark.
The truck was submerged to its red flashing lights and mirrored in mud.

A crane was used to lift and drain the truck, which was hauled back to the garage by a wrecker five hours later.

SOUTH PLAINFIELD - A large crowd turned out Monday night for the grand opening of the new South Plainfield Memorial Pool.

The pool, which was designed to accommodate swimmers of all ages, was officially opened at 7 p.m. by Mayor John A. McKeown.

McKeown, along with several other local officials, took a plunge into the pool as a way of demonstrating its safety and cleanliness.

The pool, which features a shallow end for children and a deeper end for adults, was constructed at a cost of $1.2 million.

Mayor McKeown stated that the pool would be a valuable asset to the community and would provide a place for residents to enjoy the outdoors and stay active during the hot summer months.

"This pool is a wonderful addition to our community," said Mayor McKeown. "We are very proud of what we have accomplished and look forward to many years of enjoyment by all who use it."

The pool will be open daily from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. and is free to all residents. Non-residents will be charged a fee to use the pool.
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Local police complain of too little pay for workload

By DAVID ALEXANDER CYRIL
Alligator Staff Writer

Gainesville police officers, upset by delays in salary increase negotiations, complain they receive the lowest pay in the nation for the population they serve and their heavy workload.

Four cities surveyed by The Alligator - Ocala, Winter Park, Pensacola and Naples - all serve a population smaller than Gainesville's 75,000 total. But these four cities offer a top salary that exceeds Gainesville's by $405 to $1,383.

Gainesville police officers with recruit-school training now start work with a $15,708.78 annual salary. Through yearly evaluations, officers can receive 5 percent merit-pay increases up to a maximum salary of $21,051.00.

Although other police department salaries around the state are as low as those in Gainesville, the majority are higher in smaller cities.

Ocala police serve 35,000 fewer residents and receive a starting salary $2,009 lower than Gainesville police, but their top salary of $25,005 exceeds Gainesville's by $951. And while other departments around the state are raising police salaries and increasing the number of officers patrolling the streets, Gainesville police salaries remain unchanged and the number of patrolling officers also is unchanged.

Ken Signore, a spokesman for members of Gainesville's police union, said: "There are no more people on the streets now than there were in 1976."

Signore also said the workload for Gainesville police officers is "ridiculous." The heavy workload and low salary is why officers are leaving the department and going to other departments or other fields, Signore said.

Gainesville Chief of Police Arkins Warren said he would like to see the police receive a pay raise of 10 percent. Signore said the officers deserve at least a 14 percent raise by the year to bring their pay up to the level of other cities.

Communications Workers of America (the union that now represents the officers) had reached a tentative agreement with the city for a 6 percent pay increase for officers, 3 percent on Oct. 1 and another 3 percent on April 1, 1985.

Capt. Larry Gabbard agreed that the "lack of reward" is causing officers to go on to other fields. This might make pay rates a "necessity," Gabbard said.

Prof: Political gender gap overstated

By SALLIE HUGHES
Alligator Staff Writer

"The gender gap - the difference in the way men and women vote or think about politics - is "a blip, not a yawning gap," says a UF political scientist who teaches courses on mass political behavior.

"It's really peculiar how so many news stories are claiming that we have a massive gender gap," Dr. Kenneth Wald said. "The gender factor pales when claiming that we have a massive gender gap," Dr. Wald said the real issue is economic.

"People don't go out and vote just because it's a

By R.L. INGLE
Alligator Staff Writer

People Express to

A student Senate bill passed at the end of the summer is helping assure that senators reach quorum at their first fall meeting next Tuesday, a body vice president at the meeting, Senate business, is the group will select the new student vice president position over the weekend. The senate selects the new vice president from Ensley's nominees. Ensley was sworn in Monday to replace former Student Body President Oscar Brennan, who resigned last week before impeachment charges could be filed against him during the first day of classes.

In a recent poll conducted by the National Opinion Research Center, 20 percent of the male Democrats and 19 percent of the female Democrats polled said they liked Reagan personally and approved of his policies. Among Republicans, 71 percent of the men and 74 percent of the women polled liked the president and his policies.

Local Democratic campaign official Barbara DeVoe agreed the gender gap is overstated, but she said the real issue is economic: "People don't go out and vote just because it's a

People Express to increase fares on 60% of flights north

By R.L. INGLE
Alligator Staff Writer

People Express, a Newark, N.J.-based airline, announced Thursday it would raise fares on about 60 percent of its flights beginning Oct. 2. Airline spokesman Russell Marphatta does not expect the new fares to result in decreased business.

A backdrop view

SCOTT SARGENT/ALLIGATOR
Daniel McHugh of Gainesville stands on a baseball backdrop to watch the Missing Persons concert at the UF Bandshell last Wednesday.
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GOP sleaze

Two people have dominated the national news this week, President Reagan and Geraldine Ferraro, the Democratic candidate for vice-president.

Reagan has been getting the unrelenting adulation of right-thinking Republicans in Dallas. Perestroika is getting the shaft for taking too long to open her husband's business practices to the public.

So, we think this is the perfect time to remind everyone that Ronald Reagan has more ethical in-government controversies swirling around him than any president in history.

The Watergate, as severe as Watergate, but for sheer numbers, no one can touch Reagan for hiring people with their hands stuck in the cookie jar.

There are currently 85 Reagan appointees who are either under investigation for ethical violations or have already had their cases proved against them.

Here are a few highlights:

- Attorney General William French Smith invented in a tax shelter that the Internal Revenue Service says is illegal, French, who enforces the tax code, decided not to claim the deduction.
- Edwin Meese, the attorney general designate, has had his nomination held up while he is investigated for taking payoffs from people who later received high-level federal jobs.
- Michael Deaver, former chief of the toxic-waste cleanup program at the Environmental Protection Agency, was accused of giving her former employer preferential treatment on toxic-waste regulation. She was convicted of lying to Congress about the matter.
- Anne M. Burford, who quit as director of the Environmental Protection Agency and the Securities and Exchange Commission for illegal business dealings, was convicted of not regulating businesses in exchange for political favors.
- W. W. Henderson, Burford's No. 2 at the EPA, allowed Dow Chemical Company to edit a government report on the company's role in dioxin contamination.
- Max Hugel, former chief of clandestine operations at the CIA, resigned after being charged with fraud.
- Thomas D. Reed, a high-ranking White House national security aide, resigned after he was caught using insider trade information for personal gain. He had to repay the government $427,000.
- Paul Thayer, the No. 2 man to Secretary Casper Weinberger at the Pentagon, also has been charged by the Securities and Exchange Commission for illegal insider trading.
- J. Lynn Heims resigned as head of the Federal Aviation Administration because of a federal investigation for illegally using money from small business and federal loan programs.
- Richard V. Allen, the former White House security advisor, took $1,000 from a Japanese journalist after arranging for an interview with Nancy Reagan. Allen put the money in a White House safe and did not report it. The White House made him resign.
- Joseph Canzana, an aide to White House deputy of staff Michael Deaver, billed the government for expenses he had already been reimbursed for. He admitted as much and resigned.
- Deputy Director Thompson Jr. used to head the federal synthetic fuel program until he was charged with giving favorable treatment to a Texas oilman who helped him in private business.

Opinions

Can women get it more easily than men?

Most of the men in my life have, at one time or another, expressed the notion that women can get sex more easily than men.

That feeling seems to be a pervasive one among men, a conclusion I come to not only because it has surfaced so often among the men in my life, but because it met with unanimous agreement in an informal poll around the newsroom.

The idea always takes me by surprise, not only because it seems so universal among men but because I'm not sure it's true that women can have their sexual urges satisfied any time they want to, while men have so much more difficulty getting their rocks off.

KATHARINE SUMNER HANSEN

Because I Said So

Why do men have this attitude about women, and what does it say about how they relate to the opposite sex?

Some of the men I talked to said women get sex more easily because men are insecure about approaching women and ultimately asking for sex with them. But the far more common attitude I encountered was expressed in almost the same words with the same amount of emphasis by several men of my acquaintance. "Women are totally in control," they said with an assurance that seemed so universal among men but because I'm not sure it's true that women can have their sexual urges satisfied any time they want to, while men have so much more difficulty getting their rocks off.

KATHARINE SUMNER HANSEN

Because I Said So

What do you do about it?

Let me see if I understand what you're saying, guys. The scenario goes something like this: Man walks into bar. It's up to him to approach women, make small talk with them, zero in on the one he'd like to take home, pick her up and, once in a more intimate setting, make the final pitch for a roll in the hay.

On the other side of the scene is the woman who walks into a bar, probably with at least one of her female friends. From a man's point of view, all a woman has to do is sit back and await to be approached. Once she's approached, she's in command and needs only to play the little game of yes or no. Yes, I come here often. Yes, I'd like to dance with you. Yes, you may buy me a drink. Yes, you can give me a ride home. No, I don't really want you to spend the night with me because it might disturb my roommate. Isn't that how it goes, guys?

Well, maybe from that standpoint, women do seem to be in control. But we have no situation to control if men don't take the initiative to approach us in the first place. From the perspective of accepted social games and mores, it would appear that men are most in control and have easier access to intimacy because society expects them to make the first move. I can remember plenty of times I sat around with my loins aching for some male companionship, and no man approached me.

And then there are the times a woman is in control. We may decide for any number of reasons that we don't really want to sleep with a guy. But if he's bought us drinks and been nice to us and given us a ride home, we may feel those age-old pangs of "owing" him something.

And, as I've mentioned several times in this column, the things we're willing to do under the influence of alcohol are very different from what we do sober. Some of the frat guys talking about dry rush in relation to the latest alleged fraternity sexual assault admitted that home is often the culprit in these cases.

Which brings us to a new phenomenon that I've been trying to understand. It's the "unrecognized rape" that's been getting a lot of press lately. Claire Walsh, coordinator of the UF Sexual Assault and Recovery Services, says that many women are raped without knowing it.

A poll conducted by SARS revealed that 25 percent of UF's female students have had sexual intercourse against their will, but most of these same women don't recognize this sex-against-the-will as rape, and they don't report it as such.

And this question of who gets sex more easily has got me wondering if it's men's perception that women are in control that leads to date rape. Fifteen percent of the college men in that same SARS study said they had forced sex on a date during the school year. Another 50 percent admitted to using such sexually coercive techniques as verbal threats to get sex.

Although all the guys I talked to for this column were investigating rape cases, they have tried to fight the control they feel women have in sexual situations, I can almost see the men who admitted to forcing sex doing so because they reasoned the control they perceived women had.

I'm not sure it's true that women can have their sexual urges satisfied anytime they want to while men have so much more difficulty getting their rocks off.

Walsh says control is a male trait—that one believes the myth that they are controlled by women's sexuality. In fact, Walsh says, no woman has control and those who use sex for control engage in unhealthy behavior. The perception of control could be a factor in date rape situations. Walsh says, in that to have sex with a woman against her will gives a man a feeling of control and potency.

And then there is the fine line between seduction and date rape. Seduction is certainly practiced by both sexes. Men use the flowers, candy and expensive date formula; women use the older tried and true wine and fine wine backup routine. But the routine is far from foolproof, which is why I get a little ticked when men say we women can get sex so easily.

I hope readers will write in their views on who gets it more easily and why.
Denim 30% off

Friday, August 24 and Saturday, August 25 only.

Denim 30% off. Choose from a large selection of famous maker and designer denims in fashion and basic styles.


Misses denim jeans from Denver, Britannia and Sasson. Not shown. 8-16. Reg. 54.00-34.00. Sportswear.

Maas Brothers

SHOP TODAY 10 A.M. 'TIL 9 P.M. Gainesville Mall. Dine in our Suncoast Restaurant. Gainesville Mall. Just charge it with your Maas Brothers, American Express or Diners Club card.
Science Library
Bldg. Underway

The huge, earthen cavity in almost the center of the Camp Century Tower — to accommodate computer, computer engineering, Computer - Engineering Complex that will be the largest on campus except the Health Center.

Completion of the $28,000 - square - foot building has been set for April 1986. The library will be housed in the southern portion of the building; it will accommodate 800,000 books and periodicals, 48,000和技术 VARCHAR(255) 4,123 study table spaces, 194 carrels for graduate study, and 40 faculty cubicles. It will also contain a 1,000 - square - foot computer - equipped instruction room and 600 - square - foot lobby.

Science materials will be moved from the present library, engineering/physics branch library, chemistry library, physics reading room and IFAS's Hume Library.

Floors 1 through 4 of the west wing will include a 250 - seat instruction area for 100 students, 15 classrooms and 36 - person classrooms. Other areas by activity include 128 computer - equipped workstations; Science instruction, 30 faculty and one - person offices, 15 classrooms, and 25 study rooms; 15 faculty and 20 student offices, 14 computer - equipped workstations; 20 faculty and 35 student offices, and 8 consultation areas and 10 laboratory classrooms; Center for Instructional and Research Computing activities, 13 faculty and staff offices, computer lab, 5 consultation rooms, 4 data processing labs, CAD/CAM, 12 offices, 6 lab spaces; A Center for Intelligent Machines and Robotics, 10 offices, 5 lab spaces; Digital Design Facility, 2 offices, 4 labs; Center for Information Research, 10 offices, 1 lab; Electrical Engineering computer laboratories, 20 offices, 19 lab spaces.

Total cost of the complex will be $24 million, of which $18 million has already been appropriated. Additional funding was in the Public Education Capital Outlay portion of last session's appropriation bill vetoed by the governor.

Both Robert L. O'Reilly, dean and leading legislators have stated that they expect that section of the budget to be restored in sufficient time to complete the project on time.

Meanwhile, Bilbain Construction Co. will focus on construction of the west wing building. After the west bedroom floor of the other wing. Construction on the top floor will begin during the summer and continue until full funding is assured.

When the Engineering Complex portion of the campus will the merge with the GPF Dklary is a matter of more than twice the size of the new - wing. The total construction will be constructed between the two buildings; and there will be no vehicular traffic between the two buildings.
**Start Your Day with Breakfast at Classique Cuisine**

Discover a delightfully unique dining & catering establishment! Experience Breakfast or Lunch prepared in the classical culinary method for your dining pleasure. Classique Cuisine specializes in designing menus for fine dining or catering to meet your individual needs and expectations.

Imagine eating an authentic European style Breakfast or Lunch, Monday thru Saturday 8 a.m. till 2:30 p.m. or Sunday Brunch 9 a.m. till 2 p.m.

Stop in and try one of our fresh desserts prepared daily.

Classique Cuisine

1718 W. University Ave.
Ph: 375-3333

Tastefully Sensational

---

**Ambush**

**Showbar**

**Sunday**

- 6:15 pm - 2:00 am

**Monday**

- Men's Night Drink Specials All Night

**Tuesday**

- High Price Well Drinks at 12 am

**Wednesday**

- High Price Well Drinks at 12 am

**Thursday**

- High Price Well Drinks at 12 am

**Friday & Saturday**

- Party with the University of Florida Honor Men

**HAPPY HOUR DRINKS 2 FOR 1**

- Coming Wed. - September 6, 11pm $2.00 Cover

- Free Drink with Purchase of $5.00 or More

- Free Drink with Purchase of $10.00 or More

- Free Drink with Purchase of $20.00 or More

- Free Drink with Purchase of $50.00 or More

**6-10 Free Drink**

**Free Drink**

**Per Customer**

---

**Gators 100th Anniversary**

The UF Horse Teaching Unit will put on a horse trucks at 3 p.m. behind the Brown Derby Restaurant. The H.T.U volunteer program maintains, trains and provides. Call 376-7301 for information.

**Julia Lines to Tonga**

The Volunteers for International Student Affairs invites all student, especially international students, to dance tonight at 6. Call 305-7810 for information.

**Whitewater Rafting**

UF's Cuisine and Rafting Club launches its first meeting tonight at 6 at C.J. G. Order Bar, 34th Street and Archer Road. New adventurers welcome to discuss the upcoming whitewater season trip. Call now 375-7301.

At the Bonerwood County: Meet most of the Faith Fellowship, play volleyball and make your own sundae at the Broward volleyball courts tonight at 7. Stop in and try one of our fresh desserts prepared daily.

---

**IVAN PHAM**

**Calendar**

And There Was Bread on the Table: The Hillel Jewish Student Center, 16 N.W. 18th St., holds services at 7 and a Sabbath dinner at 8 tonight. The cost is $1.50 for members and $4.00, non-members. Call 361-2900 for reservation.

Super Sidewalk Sale: The First United Methodist Church, 610 S.E. First Street, sidewalk sale starts Sunday at 6 a.m. Call 372-0816 for information.

Stop the Birdsie: UF's Badminton Club plays in the Florida Gym every Sunday starting at noon. Call 376-0816 for information.

N.A.A.C.P. presents the**
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IFAS to fight the dreaded Formosan termite

By ALISSA ALGARIN
Alligator Writer

UF's Institute for Food and Agricultural Sciences is gearing up for battle with a "voracious" termite. Two new faculty members have been hired, and construction is under way in Fort Lauderdale to build a laboratory to study the Formosan termite, whose habits and destructive abilities have scientists puzzled, said William Ennis, director of research at the center.

"They are a very voracious type of termite," Ennis said. Not only can these termites consume wood faster but they also build their nests high in buildings, he explained. The high nests make most conventional treatments of ground spraying and fumigation ineffective, Ennis said.

The State Legislature approved $100,000 earlier this year to pay salaries for two professors who will study the insect. But actual research is not expected to get under way until the building is completed in January, Ennis said.

No actual damage estimates are available for the tropical Florida areas where the termites have been found - Hallandale, Orlando and the Panhandle - but the damage in Honolulu alone is almost $3 million, said Don Short, UF entomology professor at IFAS.

"The termites hollowed out a building in Hawaii in three month's time," Short said. Since the insect is a tropical creature, there is concern of its spreading through the state, Ennis said. "We have a similar climate as other areas where it has been found," he said.

Gloria Vanderbilt asks what color came first, the grey or the eggcream?

No one really knows which color came first. All we are really sure of is that Gloria Vanderbilt's new color combination of gray and eggcream is the "cream of the crop." Here is just a peek at her new collection:

**SPOTLIGHT**

**NOT FOR THE AVERAGE STUDENT:**

This Friday night Gainesville will be treated to
another one of those nightclubs styled after some culture other than Gainesvillean. The Manage, a European-style club, is aimed at the student who has bucks to spend. The club includes a charme in Cerise, valet parking and bathroom at-

tendances.

**CLASSIC FLICKS AT THE HIPPI:** The Hippodrome opens another great season of movies this Friday and Saturday with *Dieu*, the story of a young maid carrier who gets in-
volved in all kinds of awful doings. On Tuesday, Indiana Jones first and best adventure, *Raiders of the Lost Ark*, is scheduled to play. But on Indiana’s heels is the grandaddy of classics, *Casablanca*, starring the immortal Ingrid Bergman, Casablanca and the beautiful Ingrid Bergman, on Wednesday and Thursday nights.

The rest of the Hipp’s movie season includes *Das Boot* (see cover story), *Taxi Driver*, *A Clockwork Orange*, *Best Adventure*, *The Neverending Story*, *Das Boot*, *The Consequence*, and *Indiana Jones*. A Christmas release. The Neverending Story, *Das Boot*, *The Consequence*, and *Indiana Jones* are some of the most controversial German directors ever. His television film *The Consequence*, about a homosexual love affair, was blacked out in parts of Germany. His last film, *Das Boot* (*The Boat*) was attacked by German critics for opening old wounds in its tale of a German U-boat crew during World War II.

Despite the controversy, both films became very popular in West Germany and *Das Boot* received its Academy Award nominations in 1982. *Das Boot* is scheduled to play September 14 at the Hippodrome.

Now with his most recent film, *The Neverending Story*, controversy has been stirred up once again. The West German critics attacked the film as being “too commercial” and author Michael Ende, whose book the movie is based on — had his name removed from the credits before the West German release in April.

Yet Petersen, 43, is not bothered. The German version of the film is on its way to surpassing the all-time money maker in West Germany, *E.T.*, and shows no sign of stopping.

**AT THE BARS**

Chelsea Street Pub *(373-7382)* — Reed Boyd (variety, country rock.

Copper Monkey *(374-6984)* — Joe Brown Trio (contemporary.

Gathering Lounge *(376-3251)* — Dennis Yost and the Classic IV (Top 40)

Graphix — Rock, Comedy, Pop

Lillian’s Music Store *(372-1010)* — Lavelle (Rhythm and blues, soul

Reality Kitchen *(373-5483)* — Skatter Band (ska, reggae

Richenbacher’s *(373-9475)* — Ground Level (reggae)

**SHOWTIME**

- **Center (372-5347)** — Gremilna, Pizza, Pitcher of champagne room, valet parking and bathroom at-

tendances.

- **Cinema and Drafthouse (376-6843)** — *Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom*


- **Hippodrome (375-4477)** — *Dieu* (Fri. and Sat.)

- **Oaks Six (378-8818)** — Oxford Blues (opening this weekend).

- **Plaza (378-2434)** — Clock and Daggers, Revenge of the Nerds, Woman in Red

- **Rathbone (370-2007)** — *The Blues Brothers* (Fri. and Wed.)

- **Rebel Union (303-1693)** — Heat and Dust (Sunday).

- **Royal Park (373-4277)** — Sam’s Son, Red Dixion, Gumbitos, *The Jigawu Man* (opening this weekend).

By Michael Garcia

**BEST BET**

Wanna see a band that will cause your feet to move by their own volition? A band so hot and so electrifying your body will gyrate whether you want it to or not? Yes, non-believers there is a band like this in Gainesville and they’re playing Harmonica Joe’s this weekend.

**Neverending Story & Das Boot:**

Directing under controversy

**BY KYLE KULISH**

MUNICH, West Germany — The Films *Das Boot*, *The Consequence* and *The Neverending Story*, have made Wolfgang Petersen one of the most controversial German directors ever. His television film *The Consequence*, about a homosexual love affair, was blacked out in parts of Germany. His last film, *Das Boot* (*The Boat*) was attacked by German critics for opening old wounds in its tale of a German U-boat crew during World War II.

Despite the controversy, both films became very popular in West Germany and *Das Boot* received its Academy Award nominations in 1982. *Das Boot* is scheduled to play September 14 at the Hippodrome.

Now with his most recent film, *The Neverending Story*, controversy has been stirred up once again. The West German critics attacked the film as being “too commercial” and author Michael Ende, whose book the movie is based on — had his name removed from the credits before the West German release in April.

Yet Petersen, 43, is not bothered. The German version of the film is on its way to surpassing the all-time money maker in West Germany, *E.T.*, and shows no sign of stopping.

Petersen admitted he is worried about how Americans will respond to his first film made for an American audience. Plus, the fact that the release was so close to the start of the Olympics, he is not sure what kind of draw the film will make — especially after the blockbusters, *Indiana Jones* and *The Temple of Doom*, *Gremilna*, and *Ghostbusters*.

“I hope it was the right decision to go for a summer opening,” Petersen said.

The film was originally slated for a Christmas release.

The film version Americans are seeing is different from the German version. Not only is the language different but about three minutes were edited from the film and a theme song was added.

“The problem with the German film is that the German audience are seeing is different from the German version. Not only is the language different but about three minutes were edited from the film and a theme song was added. The Neverending Story is on the books as the most expensive German movie ever made. The 60 million German mark budget (almost $22 million) was heavily attacked in the press. Previously, the most expensive German film cost 35 million German marks (about $6 million) and, incidentally, also was directed by Petersen — *Das Boot*.

Some of the critics here just support the New German Cinema and want to keep these films away from the commercial side,” Petersen said. “If you make a film here for 60 million marks, they say it is a big commercial production.

“We had to make the film in English, otherwise there is no chance to make the

See Petersen’s page right
The Neverending Story's Childlike Empress and Bastian

Tami Stronach wants to be a star

BY KYLE KULISH

MUNICH, West Germany — Tami Stronach is starring in what Warner Bros. hopes to be one of this summer's biggest films aimed at children and their fantasies.

When The Neverending Story premiered in West Germany last April, the German press featured articles about her declaring: "A star is born."

Unlike many other actresses, though, Tami is 13 years old, and this is her first acting role.

All of the attention has taken the seventh-grader from Berkeley, Calif., by surprise. At first glance she looks no different from any other 13-year-old with shoulder-length dirty blond hair and a few freckles. But to the millions of Germans who have already seen the film, she is the Childlike Empress.

"It's really by chance," said Tami about winning the role. She was enrolled in an acting class for children when casting agent Anna Gross happened to stop by to visit an old friend — Tami's teacher.

The vult evolved into an audition. But Tami's first appearance was not quite one that would be expected of a Childlike Empress. She had just completed a performance as Piglet in "Winnie-the-Pooh." Before her audition. Yet try as she could, she couldn't remove the pig makeup completely. After the second call back she got the role.

"This is my first film role so it's really like a new experience," Tami said.

One of her best experiences is the closeness she feels to her character, the all-knowing Childlike Empress of the fantasy world, Fantasia. — a world that is quickly being destroyed. "I think we have the same view of life," Tami explained as she twirled her hair. "At least I'm trying to understand it. See, everything she says has hope and circumstances."

Born in the back seat of a taxi in Tehran, Iran, Tami spent most of her life in Hadia, Israel, where her father and mother worked as archaeologists. Fluent in Hebrew and Persian, Tami was beginning to catch on to German during her four-week filming in Munich, West Germany. And for the time being, Tami prefers to keep her film role a secret from her school friends in San Francisco.

"I dreamed and hoped I'd be an actress," Tami conceded. "But now that she is one, she doesn't want to be typecast. 'I don't want to fall into the category of being a pretty girl.'"

Personally, Tami said she feels she has grown quite a bit since tackling the role of the Childlike Empress. She admits the character taught her a lot about life, but she is still not all that sure about fantasy. "I think I don't believe there is a fantasy world such as Fantasia, (although it can) help people get through the 'truth' of life," Tami explained in an empress-like way.

One of the truths she has never had to face is the pressure that some parents can unduly push onto their children in hopes they can become great actors.

"My parents are letting me do what I want to do," Tami explained. "They care what films I do, but if it makes me happy to act they're going to let me."

"When you pluck children out of ordinary lives, you better make sure it's worth it," she continued. In her opinion the plucking was worth it.

Since her role as the Childlike Empress, Tami said her dreams have expanded to the stage, and she is not sure where they will stop. 'It's in me,' Tami said. "I enjoy acting because you can study different viewpoints... and experience different people."

Barret Oliver: playful, open and a prankster

BY KYLE KULISH

MUNICH, West Germany — Barret that yelled the teased, brown-haired boy as he ran past the lobby of the posh Residence Hotel in the artists center of Munich, West Germany. Barret Oliver, who plays the shy, book-reading, fantasy dreamer called Bastian Bulghazr Bux in the recently released film, The Neverending Story, was running around the hotel with the film's publicity agent. But unlike Bastian, Barret is open, playful and a prankster at times.

In his 10 years, Barret has appeared in some minor television and commercial roles, but this is his first major movie role. "We looked at about some 300 to 400 kids. I saw him very early on and thought he was great," publicity and casting agent Anna Gross said. Although Barret had a blank look and a not-so-interested expression on his face for the audition, she said Barret came alive when the cameras started rolling.

Four months later, Barret was brought to the Los Angeles airport where he met director Wolfgang Petersen for the first time.

"I thought he was going to be an OK guy," Barret said of his first meeting with Petersen. "Then when we worked together he turned out to be really nice."

Barret described the film as follows: "I think it's a weird story and it's pretty neat."

He knows some of his school friends in Hollywood, Calif. are jealous of his acting jobs. But he's not worried. He's just hoping the studio will fly him to every premiere city. Although the film has just opened in the United States, it will not be released to the rest of the world until Christmas.

39 Reasons Why Alpha Epsilon Pi Has Reached the Top

Paul Richardson

Barret Oliver: playful, open and a prankster

BY KYLE KULISH

376-4458.

The Only Way ➔

applause needs entertainment writers. If penning reviews and features strikes your fancy, and you have a background in art, movies, theater, music or literature, give Michael Garcia a call at 376-4458.
Gainesville has never been what one would call a concert capital and there is no reason to believe this fall should change that. But with Orlando, Jacksonville and Tampa only a few hours away, and Miami only six hours away for diehards, the lack of concerts here doesn't become too depressing. The following is a small listing of Florida dates.

The Thompson Twins, named after a French comic strip, will bring their new-wavey funk to the O'Connell Center on September 7. The band's current album, Into the Gap, has already spawned two hits, "Hold Me Now" and "Doctor, Doctor," and is gearing up for a third, "You Take Me." 

Berlin, headed by Terri Nunn, is opening the show. Their latest LP, Love Life, has already spawned two hits, "Hold Me Now" and "Doctor, Doctor," and is gearing up for a third, "Infatuation." Tickets for the show are $12.50 and are now on sale.

Bruce Springsteen Florida dates, according to MTV. The fancy-free rock star's "Infatuation," has become a monster hit and contains a fiery guitar solo by Jeff Beck who may or may not be with Stewart come September 15. The energetic Rod Stewart is scheduled to hit the Hollywood, Tampa, and Jacksonville arenas sometime in October. The fancy-free rock star's "Infatuation," has become a monster hit and contains a fiery guitar solo by Jeff Beck who may or may not be with Stewart come October. Rolling Stone recently reported that the Rod Stewart tour is expected to take Miami in October, according to MTV.

Tampa only a few hours away, and Miami only six hours should change that. The band's current album, Into the Gap, has already spawned two hits, "Hold Me Now" and "Doctor, Doctor," and is gearing up for a third, "You Take Me."

Starship information call $12.50 tickets will go on sale Monday. For more ticket become too depressing. The following is a small listing of Florida dates.

The Thompson Twins, named after a French comic strip, will bring their new-wavey funk to the O'Connell Center on September 7. The band's current album, Into the Gap, has already spawned two hits, "Hold Me Now" and "Doctor, Doctor," and is gearing up for a third, "You Take Me."

Berlin, headed by Terri Nunn, is opening the show. Their latest LP, Love Life, has already spawned two hits, "Hold Me Now" and "Doctor, Doctor," and is gearing up for a third, "Infatuation." Tickets for the show are $12.50 and are now on sale.

Bruce Springsteen Florida dates, according to MTV. The fancy-free rock star's "Infatuation," has become a monster hit and contains a fiery guitar solo by Jeff Beck who may or may not be with Stewart come September 15. The energetic Rod Stewart is scheduled to hit the Hollywood, Tampa, and Jacksonville arenas sometime in October. The fancy-free rock star's "Infatuation," has become a monster hit and contains a fiery guitar solo by Jeff Beck who may or may not be with Stewart come October. Rolling Stone recently reported that the Rod Stewart tour is expected to take Miami in October, according to MTV.
Tanya Roberts' 'Sheena' is one of the worst movies of the year

BY T. HURST SIMMONS

It's nice to be good at something.
And Sheena, this year's steamy-scenes-in-the-jungle flick, is very good at something — being bad. Sheena is, in fact, the worst movie yet made in 1984 and probably ranks right up there with the worst films of all time.

This PG production, first of all, should have been given one of the new PG-13 ratings because more than brief nudity is shown.

Secondly, Sheena is dreadfully confusing. If it's supposed to be an adventure film directed toward youngsters, it should have been cleaned up in the editing room. On the other hand, if it's a drama aimed at adults, someone besides Lorenzo Semple Jr. should have been hired to write the detestable infantile script. The brazenly awful jokes and embarrassing melodrama rampant throughout Sheena are enough to make a soap opera writter cringe.

Sheena opens with her parents meandering through the jungles of Kenya searching for an archeological expedition site. While they splunk their way through a cave, the pair accidentally starts off a rockslide that kills them. As the dust settles, young Sheena (Tanya Roberts) emerges from the mouth of the cave, fulfilling an ancient tribal prophecy, and is crowned Sheena, Queen of the Jungle, by the tribe present.

This action culminates 12 minutes into the film, and director John Guillerini chooses this moment to roll the initial credits.

The brazenly awful jokes and embarrassing melodrama rampant throughout Sheena are enough to make a soap opera writer cringe.

Sheena opens with her parents meandering through the jungles of Kenya searching for an archeological expedition site. While they splunk their way through a cave, the pair accidentally starts off a rockslide that kills them. As the dust settles, young Sheena (Tanya Roberts) emerges from the mouth of the cave, fulfilling an ancient tribal prophecy, and is crowned Sheena, Queen of the Jungle, by the tribe present.

This action culminates 12 minutes into the film, and director John Guillerini chooses this moment to roll the initial credits.

As the words appear on the screen, the audience is treated to a three-minute display of a scantily clad Sheena, riding a Zebra (actually a painted horse, as all of the film's zebra's are) while her breasts jostle only inches away from the credits.

Vic Casey (Ted Wass) is then introduced as a TV journalist who travels to Africa to cover a social event featuring a member of the Nairobi royalty. However, said member of the Nairobi royalty has plans to kill his brother, the king. Unfortunately, the wavy Casey is flanked by a fat poker-playing cameraman named Fletch (Donovan Scott), who borrows every line he speaks from either the Cowardly Lion or Bud Abbott and Lou Costello.

However, perhaps even the film's ridiculous dialogue could have been tolerated if it weren't for the subterfuge messages in Sheena that will be presented to thousands of children -- white supremacy, sexism and the feeling that one must be beautiful to win in life.

When the young girl is crowned Sheena, Queen of the Jungle, part of the tribal prophecy is read and it states that a blonde goddess will save their nation. Promptly, all the blonde natives bow and pay homage to the appropriately cute Sheena.

This is only one scene out of many where blacks are shown as being subservient to whites and inferior in job capability and intelligence.

Sheena, a tawny blond with heavy eye makeup, is a bit hard to believe as the savior of a Nairobi tribe. Likewise, Casey parading through the deserts of Kenya in a silk suit with matching shirt and tie is somewhat less than credible.

Anyone need a new phone?

Give us a call. You may qualify for a discount from Southern Bell Advanced Systems.

Southern Bell Advanced Systems is now offering residential phone sets to Florida Gator students. Some of these phones come with a special discount for students. And a two-year warranty. All can be delivered within three days of your order via UPS. And there'll be no charge for delivery.

To order and find out if you qualify for a discount, just give us a call at 1-800-251-6122, ext. 51.

Southern Bell Advanced Systems

HEY HUNGRY GATORS!
BUY ONE DINNER GET THE SECOND FREE

Come try our 18-item ALL YOU CAN EAT FRESH SEAFOOD BUFFET which includes Alaskan Snow Crab legs, Unlimited Oysters on the half-shell and a 14-item salad bar. Our buffet is featured nightly and all of our seafood comes fresh from our market, an exclusive combination that can't be found anywhere else!

At West Coast Seafood we also offer an extensive menu of appetizers such as escargots, steam clams and tantalizing entrees like our special Prime Rib, N.Y. Strip and Steak & Lobsters.

Use this coupon as a ticket to an exceptional night of dining at the best seafood restaurant in town and even get a second meal FREE

This coupon entitles the bearer to one dinner of your choice FREE with a paid dinner of equal or greater value. This coupon excludes beverages, appetizers and desserts.

Coupon must be presented to receive discount

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Thurs.-Sun.</th>
<th>5 pm - 10 pm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Starting Sept. 4, Tues.</td>
<td>Market: 9 am - 7 pm</td>
<td>Mon.-Sat.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

West Coast Seafood Restaurant/Lounge/Market
510 Weldon Road
Just 1,000 yards north of Univ. Ave. - Weldon Rd. Interes.
"Dreamscape" is a dream of a science fiction movie

BY KYLE TURNER

"Enter a world beyond your wildest imagination where anything is possible." That's the promise made in the ads for Dreamscape, a science-fiction film that delivers its promise with a surprising mix of great special effects, exciting action and interesting characters.

Dennis Quaid plays Alex Gardner, an incorrigible rogue in the tradition of Hans Solo and Indiana Jones, who possesses tremendous psychic powers. He is enlisted by a scientist (Max Von Sydow, last seen as the sinister breemaster in Brainstorm), to train dream assassins for a covert government security agency against benevolent and evil. The film president's nuclear nightmare pales in comparison to the project's real purpose, a complex plan that involves the destruction of the president.

The person most likely to benefit from this film, however, is Capshaw. Although she deserved a better role in Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom, her performance in Dreamscape is given new life by the character of Karen Allen in Raiders of the Lost Ark.

Her performance in Best Defense did little to dispel this image. In Dreamscape, Capshaw's role is written to be intelligent, witty, sexy and feisty and she makes it all look natural. She may not have Meryl Streep's depth, but Capshaw proves to be more of a shining star than a flash in the pan.

Dreamscape is not one of those packaged, prefab studio projects where the script is written around the special effects and the best examples ten years later. The special effects here are believable that you may have to pinch yourself.

Not all the dreams are frightening. There is one erotic meeting between Quaid and Capshaw on a train that will do more for rail traffic than anything since the subway ride in Risky Business.

Between the action and special effects, the film manages to drop in appropriate moments of wittiness, if not side-splitting humor. The best example is when Von Sydow, frustrated in his attempts to convince Quaid to join the project, threatens him; not with torture, but with (gasp!) a five-year IRS tax audit!

Dreamscape is not one of those sci-fi films, one that uses its special effects to tell the story rather than be the story. Although the film isn't as polished as a George Lucas space epic, the characters don't seem as real as in a Steven Spielberg cast. Dreamscape combines enough of the best of both to sweep you up in the storyline and carry you into a believable world of dreams, nightmares and erotic fantasies.

Dreamscape, a dream of a science fiction movie.
The Bangles’ LP harkens to early Beatles

BY GREG SHAFER

The popular music scene has been plagued in recent years by women who try to sell albums by creating an image. Some have gone with the sex kitten image such as the Go Go’s. One cannot help but be reminded of mid-period Beatles albums when listening to cuts such as “Tenderness” and “James.” Their song lengths, catchy hooks, and vocal harmonies are all similar to the Beatles’ style. In “James” and “Silent Treatment,” they tell their boyfriends that they are tired of their unfaithfulness, much the same way Lennon and McCartney told their girlfriends in such classics as “Another Girl” and “I Should Have Known Better.”

Lyrically, the most interesting song on the album is “Dover Beach.” It is a struggle between one girl’s vision of a perfect world and her realization that it does not exist. This is illustrated by the lines, “If we had the time I would run away with you to a perfect world followed by, “The world is no one’s dream and we will never have the time.”

The album closes with “More Than Meets the Eye,” a duet by Vicki and Debbi. A haunting string arrangement is accompanied by an equally lonely vocal to create a dismal feeling. The song tells of a “girl” who “takes pictures with his eyes and hangs them up to dry.” The singer can only hope that she is the lucky girl he picks.

Unfortunately, most people will pass up the album because of lack of airplay. Others may be unwilling to part with $7 for an album that clocks in at just under 29 minutes. To those people, this reviewer recommends borrowing it from a friend — but other wise listen you won’t want to give it back.

Breaking free

Looking for a way to break free — from old fences that bind you? From the things that hold you back?

Come worship with us. Christ can bring exhilarating freedom. Not that it’s easy.

We’re a bunch of Christians still discovering what it means to make faith work daily.

Join us in our search!

EMMANUEL MENNONITE CHURCH

meets at 10:30 a.m. Sunday in the auditorium of the Disciples and Presbyterian Student Center 1423 W. Univ. Ave. Call 377-6577

SAVE UP TO 50%

Reg. $19
NOW $11.99

Choose from our selection of handy nylon Backpacks in rich fashion colors.

Reg. $50
NOW $25

Featuring combination locks and a multi-pocketed interior plus a 3” deep leather-grained vinyl attaché is a terrific value.

5” deep Reg. $40
NOW $30

Hurry! Limited quantities

The relaxed silhouette takes on interesting dimensions with WILLI WEAR’s new oversized look: slouchy double breasted blazer with pin dot in eggplant or curry, S.M. L. $50; herringbone double breasted shirt of multi-color thread in curry, S.M. L. $30; wrap pant with double pleat and tapered legs in curry, S.M. L. $55; Pure cotton, pure pleasure. The Depot (D. 547)
Sky-high savings on Bugle Boy at 25% off *

Everybody's doing it... what's wrong with us? (Well, we suppose the fault is in ourselves.)

Sky-high Bugle Boy. Long zippers, short zippers, thick zippers, skinny zippers, contrast zippers, full leg zippers.

Black, grey, red, royal, and dark blue. Sizes 28-36 pants, $28 to $32.

So, come on over to Burdines and zip-a-dee-doo-dah!

The Depot (D. 557)

All stores

Prices reduced

at register
The direction at that point, and he felt more comfortable behind a camera rather than before a stage. 

When Petersen graduated from high school, he had to redirect his dreams. The first students to enroll and "The Neverending Story" became a movie buff who seems to be the author of "There is my son Daniel, who has followed suit. He had brought in another writer whose ideas he liked and adapted to the film. He had heard about "He's a big fan of mine," Petersen said. "They think Michael Ende with his book is like a Messiah!"

Wolfgang Petersen at the set of The Neverending Story

"They (the fans) hated the idea of making a film out of it," Petersen said. "They were upset that Michael Ende, 'our Messiah,' is selling out. I got the feeling that more and more he felt he was a Messiah. Then he took more and more the position of his crew." 

But it was cameras! "As old son Daniel, he said, "as long as I could work with Ende face to face."

"But having to travel to Ende's home in Italy every three months was getting to be too much. After Ende approved the final version of the script, more months had passed. In the interim, Petersen brought in another writer whose ideas he liked and adapted to the film. Ende became upset when he heard about the move."

"There was great pressure from his fans," Petersen said. "They think Michael Ende with his book is like a Messiah!"

The book has been continuously on the top of the German bestsellers list since it was published in 1979.

**Wolfgang Petersen at the set of The Neverending Story.**

---

**SUMMERTIME ON 5**

**9:00 Tonight**

**Arthur Fiedler's Greatest Hits**

Enjoy this retrospective look at the maestro of the Boston Pops for over 50 years. The program features a diverse repertoire of American, classical and patriotic melodies, all conducted by the late and great Fiedler during his tenure with the Pops.

**Also Tonight:**

**10:00 Tom Jones Live in Las Vegas**

Jones throws his energy and showmanship into performances of his greatest hits, including "She's a Lady," "It's Not Unusual" and "Delilah."

---

**LET'S GET PHYSICAL**

**(one free workout)**

**Coupon Expires 9/30/84**

Not valid with other coupons or discount

**Babysitting Available**

**Co-ed**

**7 Days a week**

**COMING SOON!!**

---

**$50.00 OFF One Year Membership**

**Offer Expires 9/15/84**

Not valid with other coupons or discount

**Nautilus**

**Universal**

**Free Weights**

**Whirlpool**

**Freedanse**

**Sauna**

**Aerobics**

**Babysitting Available**

**Co-ed**

**7 Days a week**

---

**LETS GET PHYSICAL**

**373-1725**

2100 SW 34th St.
The city's best dance music emporium featuring an atmosphere of high energy excitement and luxurious libations.

The Wearhouse Store
Fashion Labels for LESS

Welcome Back Students!
WE'RE HAVING A FALL SALE JUST FOR YOU!

FALL CROP PANTS
Reg. 24.00 Now $13.00
Assorted Styles and Color

ASSORTED VESTS
Reg. $28.00 Now $12.00

AND BIG TOPS
EXERCISE WEAR
Reg. $6.00 Now $3.00
CARPI AND STRIPPED
"LEE" JEANS
Reg. $32.00 Now $21.99
FUZZ "Roll Up" JEANS
Reg. $32.00 Now $14.99

WE HAVE THE BRAND NAMES YOU LIKE FOR PRICES YOU'LL LOVE
SAVE UP TO 50% OF REGULAR RETAIL PRICES Jordache, Hunters run, Chic, Gloria Vanderbilt and More

3521 SW Archer Rd. (In the Archer Square)

VOLLEYBALL
Ice Cream and Christian Fellowship

Friday, Aug. 24
7 pm until
Broward Volleyball Courts
Sponsored by

MIDNIGHT MOVIE EXPRESS

Tightrope II Rocky Horror II
12:15
12:30

Spin the Tap II Enter The Dragon II
12:15
12:30

4 Hours II Roll Date
19:15
19:30

FAITH FELLOWSHIP

11 am - 7 pm

Great Food at Great Prices

Free

3603 SW 13th St.

Richards Steak House & Lounge

378-9874

Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 10 am - 7 pm
Sat. 11 am - 9 pm
Sun. 11:30 am - 5 pm

Happy Hour
4 pm - 7 pm

Great at the Following Locations:

Good Friday, August 24, 1984, 11 a.m.

112 N.W. 13th St. • 375-8381
1805 S.W. 13th St. • 374-8345

3316 S.W. 35th Blvd. • 373-4465
3417 W. University Ave. • 377-0652

miles east of Archer around 11 pm Wednesday when he observed a car traveling in the other direction that he believed was speeding, records show.

Sharp turned around and closed the lane, and when he closed on the car, a passenger leaned out of the window and shot at him, records show.

Sharp ducked and was unhurt; the bullet hit the emergency lights on top of the car, records show.

Responding to Sharp’s call for assistance, deputies were unable to locate the vehicle. The investigation is continuing.

BOBBERS HAVE NO LUCK
A Hawthorne man was assaulted Wednesday by a man to whom he had given a ride.

Gainesville police records show.

Tom Miller, 22, of 8460 SW Hawthorne Road picked up the man at the In-N-Out Hamburger restaurant at 324 SW Second Ave., records show.

After Miller had dropped the man off on state Road 319A, about a mile south of Melrose, the man demanded Miller’s wallet, records show.

When Miller refused to give the man his watch, the man struck him in the eye, breaking his glasses and left, records show.

Police have no suspects.

The man, who was believed to have been shot, was transferred to the Tom Miller, 22, of 4640 NW Archer Rd.

On the day of his arrest, No bail was set. Ave., records show.

Police have no suspects.

An Alachua County Sheriff’s deputy was shot at Wednesday night as he tried to pull over a car he believed was speeding, sheriff’s records show.

Deputy Ass Sharp was driving down state Road 346 about three

A Hawthorne man was assaulted Wednesday by a man to whom he had given a ride.

Gainesville police records show.

Tom Miller, 22, of 4640 SW Hawthorne Road picked up the man at the In-N-Out Hamburger restaurant at 324 SW Second Ave., records show.

After Miller had dropped the man off on state Road 319A, about a mile south of Melrose, the man demanded Miller’s wallet, records show.

When Miller refused to give the man his watch, the man struck him in the eye, breaking his glasses and left, records show.

Police have no suspects.
GO FLORIDA GATORS

WE SELL POSTAGE STAMPS BY THE BOOK OR INDIVIDUALLY.

WHATEVER YOU NEED, WE'VE ALREADY SHOPPED ALL OVER TOWN, SO YOU DON'T HAVE TO.

ALBERTSONS HAS ALL OF YOUR SCHOOL SUPPLIES, EVERYTHING FROM BINDERS TO CALCULATORS THAT ADD UP TO TOTAL SAVINGS FOR YOU.

COME IN AND VISIT OUR DELL. WE HAVE PIZZAS, CHICKEN, SALADS AND CUSTOM 6' LONG SANDWICHES FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS.

CHECK ON OUR KEG BEER. AVAILABLE IN OUR GROCERY STORE FOR YOUR NEXT PARTY.

SAVE ALL YOUR GOOD TIMES WITH OUR FAST, QUALITY, FILM PROCESSING WHILE SAVING TIME AND MONEY.

WE'RE READY WHEN YOU ARE. OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY. IF YOU ARE IN A HURRY, WE WILL GET YOU IN AND OUT WITH OUR EXPRESS LANE.

2323 N.W. 13TH STREET GAINESVILLE
White males still dominate Republican Party

By GAIL RAYOS
Alligator Staff Writer

DALLAS — The members of the Grand Old Party are a diverse group that crosses every age, race, religion and occupational affiliation. However, married, Protestant, white-professional delegates still dominate the party, according to a demographic survey of the 4,500 delegates and alternates at the Republican National Convention.

But as the party has said countless times in Dallas this week, female Republicans and young voters are no strangers to the party. There was a growing support among young Republicans this week, female Republicans Jewish Youth for Reagan-Bush '84, said.

Women make up 48.9 percent of all delegates as compared to 50.3 percent of the men. Florida Sen. Paula Hawkins said women are doing great things for the party.

"They may not have a woman on the ticket, but that doesn't mean we're not here," she said. "If you look at all the appointments President Reagan has made in his first four years, 57 percent have been women."

The Republican Party continues to be the party for white Americans. About 87 percent of all delegates list their race as white. Blacks make up 4.4 percent, Orientals and other Americans less than 0.4 percent.

In terms of ethnic origin, 63.3 percent are of European background, 4 percent are Hispanic, 3 percent are African and about 6 percent are Middle Eastern. The numbers increase as compared to 1 percent.

President Reagan addressed the Republican National Hispanic Assembly today, saying Hispanic Republicans are an increasingly important part of the Republican coalition.

"There was a record number of Hispanic delegates at this convention," Reagan said. "The other party considers Americans of Hispanic descent as a separate interest group. We Republicans see ourselves as the representative of the mainstream of our party and our country." Tito Del Junto, chairman of the Hispanic Assembly, said earlier in the week, "President Reagan has shown support for the concerns of Hispanics several of our border. As Hispanics, we empathize with our brothers and sisters in Central America. We stand proud with them, the president who will not abandon Central America..."

Junto also pointed out that Reagan had selected Hispanics for more than 25 major administration posts.

Legal Powell, chairman of the National Black Republican Council, said blacks support Reagan for many reasons.

"We'll vote for a president who increased financial support for our black colleges and universities, who increased financial assistance to minority businesses and we'll vote for a president who increased funds for housing and community development," he said.

In a religious breakdown, Protestants make up 49.9 percent of the delegates, Catholics come up second with 20 percent and 2.3 percent are Jewish.

Jack Abramoff, national leader for Jewish Youth for Reagan-Bush '84, said there was an growing support among young Jews for Reagan and the Republican Party.

"Although for years the Jewish population of our country has been ignored, the 'mainstream' Republicans, young Jews are rapidly challenging the stereotype," he said.
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"There was a record number of Hispanic delegates at this convention," Reagan said. "The other party considers Americans of Hispanic descent as a separate interest group. We Republicans see ourselves as the representative of the mainstream of our party and our country." Tito Del Junto, chairman of the Hispanic Assembly, said earlier in the week, "President Reagan has shown support for the concerns of Hispanics several of our border. As Hispanics, we empathize with our brothers and sisters in Central America. We stand proud with them, the president who will not abandon Central America..."

Junto also pointed out that Reagan had selected Hispanics for more than 25 major administration posts.

Legal Powell, chairman of the National Black Republican Council, said blacks support Reagan for many reasons.

"We'll vote for a president who increased financial support for our black colleges and universities, who increased financial assistance to minority businesses and we'll vote for a president who increased funds for housing and community development," he said.

In a religious breakdown, Protestants make up 49.9 percent of the delegates, Catholics come up second with 20 percent and 2.3 percent are Jewish.

Jack Abramoff, national leader for Jewish Youth for Reagan-Bush '84, said there was an growing support among young Jews for Reagan and the Republican Party.

"Although for years the Jewish population of our country has been ignored, the 'mainstream' Republicans, young Jews are rapidly challenging the stereotype," he said.

Reagan supports a constitutional amendment allowing prayer in public schools.

"The majority of the delegates were against the abortion plank," he said. "But 60 percent of the party as a whole is pro-choice."

Mainstream is most outspoken on the issues of fiscal responsibility, respectful internationalism, environmental preservation and campaign spending reform.

Leach explained that while they are not shooting for special-interest-group support specifically, he said he feels the group's philosophy appeals to the yuppies.

Hawaii delegation chairman Jim Yates tapes up a tourism poster during Thursday night's hoopla. Even among the ethnic delegations such as Hawaii, middle-aged white males such as Yates are the norm.

Moderate coalition appeals to 'yuppies' for strength

By GAIL RAYOS
Alligator Staff Writer

DALLAS — A coalition of moderate Republicans is starting a national campaign to capture their middle-of-the-road voters and recapture the "heart and soul" of the Republican Party, with their strongest appeal to the so-called Yuppies.

"The majority of the delegates were against the anti-abortion plank," he said. "But 60 percent of the party as a whole is pro-choice."

Mainstream is most outspoken on the issues of fiscal responsibility, respectful internationalism, environmental preservation and campaign spending reform.

Leach explained that while they are not shooting for special-interest-group support specifically, he said he feels the group's philosophy appeals to the yuppies.

"The best thing for the Republican party is to have a strong conservative and a strong moderate group working together," Iowa Congressman Ben Leach said.

"In the House, young conservatives are making great moves, and in the Senate, the moderates are becoming dominant on every issue. Add them all up and the moderates are in the driver's seat," he said.

The Mainestreet Committee is most vocal in its stand on Reagan's policy to increase military strength — in particular, the nuclear arms buildup.

They believe a turnaround is possible.

"There is a distinct possibility that in the next few years there will be a substantial shift in arms control policies," Leach said; "but I can't, and the president can't tell you what's for sure..."

"We've said that although the coalition disagrees with the stands on arms control, school prayer and equal rights, we can live comfortably with the document," he said.

"As mainstream Republicans, committed to the re-election of the Reagan-Bush ticket, our dilemma at this convention has been to form a strategy of dissent that unites rather than divides," he said.

Leach pointed out that the delegates at the convention are not across-the-board representatives of the party.
Reagan's outreach misses homosexuals

By GREG LAMM
Alligator Staff Writer

DALLAS President Ronald Reagan and other GOP leaders have been reaching out to special interest groups during the Republican National Convention. But party leaders said Thursday it would be a while before that effort was also extended to homosexuals.

While Republican leaders appealed to Hispanics, Jews, blacks and others for support in November, Bruce Decker, a gay Republican from San Francisco, has tried to speed up the process to include homosexuals.

Decker, 34, is the leader of Concerned Americans for Individual Rights. He said CAR is attempting to convince Republican leaders that homosexuals are just as diverse as other special-interest groups and many of them have and will continue to vote Republican.

Opposition to homosexuals in the party, led by Moral Majority leader Jerry Falwell, a chaplain at the convention, is not as broad-based as many would believe, Decker said.

But, he said, it is hard to determine how many homosexuals are in the Republican delegation. Many are concerned they will be ostracized and are therefore discreet about their sexual preferences, he said.

And although Decker said he was only contacted by six delegates who expressed interest in the coalition, he wasn’t discouraged.

"This is the first time in the history of the party that gays have been represented," he said. "We are just establishing a network.

Decker, who works as a political consultant, said he had faith that the party would recognize that homosexuals are “honorable and productive people.”

"An individual’s rights to live without discrimination and undue government intervention is a cornerstone of both the Republican Party and the Constitution," he said.

"As individual’s rights to live without discrimination and undue government intervention is a cornerstone of both the Republican Party and the Constitution," he said.

But there is opposition to a Republican homosexual coalition by party leaders who say homosexuality is immoral.

"According to the Bible, it is immoral," said party supporter Louise Martin from Virginia. "I’m against it.

Another party supporter, Robert Godoy of Miami, said it was "up to God to decide if homosexuals are immoral,” but he said he doubted if homosexuals would be able to establish an influential coalition in the party.

"This is a very conservative party. You won’t get much support for the coalition," Godoy said.

Catholic Bishop John Barnbuk, a party supporter from Alaska, said it would take about 10 years for conservatives to adapt to the idea of allowing homosexuals a voice in the party.

"This would not be real political convention coverage without a funny hat story, so here it is:

The heat has been oppressive, soaring into the 100s on many days. One enterprising salesman has come up with the perfect gimmick to separate rich Republicans from their money in hot weather.

He is selling safari hats with battery operated fans for working during the convention.

Tiger Shaffer, 67, may weigh in as one of the heaviest Florida delegates at 90 pounds. Still, she thinks her chances of winning her campaign to be Collier County’s next sheriff are pretty good.

The incumbent is a “creepy” she says, with “a heart of stone and seawater in his bloodstream.”

But Shaffer plans to be a tough law-and-order candidate, nevertheless. After all, she claims to be able to shoot a can off a fence with a shotgun.

The Alligator has long been one of the few standards the working press has come to expect at the political conventions. The special working-eating drinking area set up in the convention hall is for the working press to lay about in between speeches.

Apparently, the Railroad association has gone all out for this. Republican convention and installed five special seats that have electric foot massagers.

The seats are always filled, what with 12,000 journalists on hand for the show. Said one CBS technician in the tickle-seat, "Boy, my dog do get tired after a day on the convention floor."

Pat Boone

"I think people all over the country should know about what you’re doing in Maranatha Christian fellowships and the love that you’re showing."

Pat Boone

Entertainer

Christian Author

Rosey Grier

"We are really delighted with the ministry of Maranatha...I hope and pray that God will arrange it so that every college student in America is conversant with Jesus."

Rosey Grier

Former NFL football player

Member of the famous of the L.A. Rams,

Campus Evangelist

"Jesus is the Lord of my life! I want Him to be glorified in all that I do!"

Jim Miao

"I have found fulfillment in being all that Jesus intended for me to be! I am excited about my future!"

Victor Holmes

By DEBRA A. WALTERS

The Hilton Ballroom

2900 SW 13th Street

1 mile south of campus

Featuring International Speaker and author

Joe Smith

"The Praise Band"

Need a ride?

Call 377.2560

or 376.3239

or 375.1539

or 377.2613
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**Nomination**

continued from page one

On Central America the president promised. . . .

"Our tax policies are, and will remain, pro-work, pro-growth and pro-family. . .

We intend to simplify the entire tax system to continue to aid them as they make taxes more fair, easier to understand, and most important, to bring the rates of America's tax rate further down and not up," Reagan said.

"If our opponents were as vigorous in supporting our voluntary prayer amendment as they are in raising taxes, maybe we could get the Lord back in our schoolrooms and get the violence out."

---

**Welcome Back Gators**

To Your Friendly Food 4 Less

OPEN 24 HOURS

WE DON'T YO-YO.

Everyday low prices is a very popular FOOD 4 LESS policy. Over 20,000 everyday low prices emphasize that policy. We do not yo-yo prices up and down but maintain the lowest everyday prices in town.

OUR NAME SAYS IT.

OUR PRICES PROVE IT.

Corner of N.W. 13th St. & N.W. 23rd Ave.
Gainesville, Florida

We Accept U.S.D.A. Food Stamps and WIC Customers
FOR RENT: FURNISHED

For Rent: Large 2 BD House, Furnished. No pets, students welcome. Conveniences to UF and downtown Gainesville. $375/mo. 1226 NW 14th Ave. 375-2981. 

FOR RENT: 1 BD. 1 Bath, unfurnished. 376 SW 3rd Ave. 19th floor. $375/mo. 375-2836.

GREAT APARTMENTS! Furniture included! Beautiful, all new appliances! Only student tenants accepted! $340/mo. Call 376-1248. 

FOR RENT: Furnished one bedroom apartment. 2nd floor at 1401 SW 11th Ave. 376-4701. 

FOR RENT: Furnished one bedroom apartment at 7510 SW Archer Road. 1st floor. 375-0243. 

FOR RENT: Furnished one bedroom apartment at 131 SW 14th Ave., 1st floor. $275/mo. 375-1248. 

FOR RENT: Furnished 1 BD 1 BA apartment in Tanglewood. 375-2846. No pets. 

FOR RENT: Furnished 1 BD on SW 12th Ave. 1st floor. $375/mo. 376-1248. 

FOR RENT: Furnished 1 BD on SW 12th Ave. 1st floor. $375/mo. 376-1248. 

FOR RENT: Furnished 1 BD 2 BA apartment at 7510 SW Archer Road. 376-4701. 

FOR RENT: Furnished 1 BD 1 BA at 7510 SW Archer Road. 376-4701.
NASSAU COUNTY LICENSORS Expires: 9/30, $40; 30 days, $90; 1 year, $105; refund—$90. Call 376-2733; 372-7158. In-N-Out Newsstand 469 NW 13th St. 9:45-9:30.

GIANTS OF THE GAME
Beaumont 907, 15000 NW 12th St.

SWEETIE PIE
All types of fruit cakes, pies, cakes. 373-2177.

COLD WATERS
220 Main St., Lighthouse Point. Open 7 days a week, 7 p.m. to 7 a.m.

SUN DELI
2040 Charlotte St. Open 7 days a week, 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

DRAFTING
570 NW 13th St. 9 to 5, M-F. 402-5200.

CITY MEAT MARKET
4301 Birch Rd. 373-2109. 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

ACCOMODATIONS

These ladies are professionally trained, good-looking, friendly, and very well very well dressed. For more information, call Ed 372-0101.

WANT TO FLY?
People who are interested in learning to fly, please contact the pilot and flight school in the area.

WANTED

GOING TO COLLEGE?
NASSAU COMMUNITY COLLEGE is a public community college located in Hempstead, Long Island, New York.

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
There is still time to apply for scholarships to be awarded in fall. More information can be obtained by contacting the following schools:

DESIGNER MATT
3431 Birch Rd. 373-2109. From the highway to 15th St., turn left.

WANTED

DESCRIPTION

TRIPS Snuffy's Pub, 1017 W. Univ. Ave. 8-23-4-13

ABORTION

For more information, please call free line 1-800-224-0330.

Crisis Pregnancy Center
NEW YORK CITY/QUEENS,
30-40-2-5 9-5-10-8

For help with your special needs, please call the local department.

GMOE INC.

Microsoft Word Processing.

For more information, please call 373-4541.

WANT TO FLY?
People who are interested in learning to fly, please contact the pilot and flight school in the area.

WANTED

Call 373-4541.

WANTED

NEW HORIZONS

For help with your special needs, please call the local department.

GMOE INC.

Microsoft Word Processing.

For more information, please call 373-4541.
Get to the answers faster. With the TI-55-II.

What you need to tackle the higher mathematics of a science or engineering curriculum are more functions than a simple slide-rule calculator has.

Enter the TI-55-II, with 112 powerful functions. You can work faster and more accurately with the TI-55-II because it’s preprogrammed to perform complex calculations—like definite integrals, and shows you how to use all the power of the calculator.

Get to the answers faster. Let the TI-55-II show you how.
There is one free Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics lesson you can get to prove it to you. Take the free Reading Dynamics lesson and you can dramatically increase your reading speed in that one free lesson.

Why let the responsibilities of college demands deprive you of enjoying the college life? With Reading Dynamics you can handle both — at the reading you’re expected to do and know plus still have time to do what you want to do.

Today you can increase your reading speed, dramatically at the free Reading Dynamics lesson. You’ve got nothing to lose but a lot of cramming and sleepless nights. Reading Dynamics. Now you know there is a better way. Take the free lesson and kiss your “No-Snooze” goodbye.

COLLEGE SURVIVAL
THERE’S GON TO BE A
BETTER WAY!

Seating is limited please arrive early.
Mistakes hamper Auburn's preparation for Miami

Auburn Coach Pat Dye says his players are still making mistakes on both sides of the line, and he wants to get the kinks worked out before the Tigers meet Monday in the Kickoff Classic

"We are still making some mistakes, both offensively and defensively, that we have had to have ironed out before Monday night," Dye said.

There's still a question about which quarterback will start against last season's No. 1 ranked Hurricane Senior Mike Mann and junior Pat Washington and redshirt freshman Tom Young are possible.

Dye said defensive tackle Ben Thomas, who missed a couple of practice sessions because of headaches, will return to practice Thursday. The team leaves for East Rutherford, N.J., Friday afternoon.

SEC notebook

Armsparger, the 28th coach in LSU's 90 years of football, said he welcomes the high expectations.

"I've been under the gun ever since I've been coaching," he said. "I've been a lot of places, I've been under a lot of guns." And he has been quoted by years of winning football will expect immediate results from a man hailed by many as the best defensive coach in football, a man who has not been in the Monday Night Football booth long enough. So he laughed at all of his critics and said without Cosell in the ABC-TV booth

players say they enjoy Armsparger's relaxed, pupil-oriented style. "We can breathe," one player said.

"We have a much more friendly and relaxed atmosphere under Stoval -- and QB Jeff Wickersham looks forward to "a lot more variations and options than we used last year."

LSU opens its season at UF Sept. 8.

BULLDOGS REBUILD OFFENSE

It was a great four years, but the Georgia Bulldogs are too busy rebuilding to reflect on past glories.

The Bulldogs, 43-4-1 in that four-year period when they won a national championship (1980) and three Southeastern Conference titles, suffered staggering losses. With only two offensive starters back (a third switched to defense), they are busy finding replacements at quarterback, running back and most of the forward wall.

"At quarterback, we have a similar situation to last year," said Georgia coach Vince Dooley. "It's like John Lastinger (the 33 quarterback), Todd Williams promises good leadership qualities, is intelligent and committed.

Tedd (6-0, 175) is a little smaller than John, but perhaps a little better passer.

"Our offensive line will be young and we're still uncertain about our running backs," Dooley said. "Unfortunately, these two positions go hand in hand, which means our success depends on how well we improve in both spots."

Georgia had trouble recruiting running back during the Herschel Walker era because most knew they'd see Little League playing behind the three-time All-America back.

Last year, when the Bulldogs went 10-1-1 (including a Cotton Bowl victory over Texas and the loss to Auburn) and were ranked No. 4 nationally, the leading runners were tailback Keith Montgomery and fullback Barry Young -- neither have returned.

The early preseason depth chart had sophomore starting in those positions with James Crawford, who didn't play in '85, at tailback and David McManus and Andre Smith sharing the fullback slot.

Play-by-play teams:

Howard Cosell decided the other day that he had been in the Monday Night Football booth booth long enough.

So he laughed at all of his critics and said without Cosell in the ABC-TV booth

"I was tired of the show, other than Cosell, was Keith Jackson," said Fran Tarkenton and
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